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The Rosin Box Project finds a new home in historic Liberty Station. 

The Rosin Box Project (TRBP), San Diego’s innovative contemporary ballet company, will continue to 
empower the community and lend a voice to artists from its new home at the Dorothea Laub Dance 
Place, located in the heart of San Diego’s vibrant ARTS DISTRICT Liberty Station. The company moved 
into the Point Loma facility on March 1, 2021. 

Since the beginning of the pandemic, the company has spearheaded tremendous efforts to expand its 
stage to an online platform, giving people access to relevant and thought-provoking works from world-
class talent in the field of contemporary ballet. It successfully curated an entire digital performance 
season in the form of live-streamed performances, a dance film festival, virtual ballet classes, and digital 
educational workshops for K-5 students aimed at cultivating a love for dance in young people.  

“We are so grateful to our community’s generous support, and our Board and Staff know that making a 
home in Liberty Station is the right move,” says Thom Dancy, TRBP’s Managing Director. “We are thrilled 
to utilize the resources on campus to expand the scope of our work like never before!” 

Having access to a studio will facilitate TRBP’s plans for its upcoming summer season, which will bring 
about an exciting and immersive promenade theater event in July, and a weekend of all new-
contemporary works in August. Both shows will be available for online viewing, as well as accommodate 
a limited number of audience members, adhering to CDC safety guidelines. The company also hopes to 
expand its reach in education by offering open adult classes from its new home studio, both virtually and 
as in-person hybrid classes when allowed.  

It’s no secret that the arts have been a source of solace and inspiration during the current global crisis. 
Now more than ever, TRBP sees its responsibility as continuing to create and share dance with the 
community, encouraging greater bonds with one another, and embellishing the cultural fabric of San 
Diego with new voices in dance.

(More)



About The Rosin Box Project 

The Rosin Box Project is San Diego's premiere contemporary ballet company. Its mission is to re imagine 
the way dancers and audiences connect with and experience dance.  TRBP aims to elevate and enrich 
the arts in the San Diego community and beyond through uniquely curated contemporary ballet 
performances. A rosin box is unique to dancers. They can be found in rehearsal studios and backstage in 
theaters, used mainly in pointe shoes to create more friction and prevent slipping. To Step Inside a rosin 
box is to step into the company's home and its world. TRBP aims to create space for the community to 
grow and connect, creating greater bonds, deeper understandings, and strengthen the fabric of society. 

For the past three years, TRBP has consecutively sold-out performances, gained national and  
international recognition, curated collaborations spotlighting female and LGBTQIA+ artists,  established 
widely popular and sought-after education and outreach programming, and most  impressively, has 
been a spearhead of innovative and safe virtual programming since the very  beginning of the pandemic. 

TRBP not only adapted to "the new normal" during the pandemic, but quickly became  a pioneer in 
virtual programming. By pushing boundaries, the company was able to  remain committed to the "TRBP 
Family" of loyal audiences and cherished supporters.   
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